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Mini Marsh Providers
Who is the Bay Area Restoration Council (BARC)?
BARC is a non-profit organization working to clean up Hamilton Harbour and its
watershed. Hamilton Harbour was once a thriving watershed - people could fish and
swim safely. However, its connection to Lake Ontario made the Harbour an ideal
location for industry, and Hamilton soon became an industrial port. Environmental
problems in Hamilton Harbour include industrial pollution, invasive species, infilling of
the Harbour, loss of fish and wildlife habitat, and urbanization of the land. By 1960 it was
illegal to swim in Hamilton Harbour because it was so polluted.
In the 1980s the International Joint Commission (IJC) labeled Hamilton Harbour an Area
of Concern (AOC). An AOC is a pollution hotspot. We are one of 43 Areas of Concern
on the Great Lakes, which means we are one of 43 of the most polluted sites on the
Great Lakes. BARC is the community voice for the Hamilton Harbour Remedial Action
Plan (RAP), the overall plan to delist Hamilton Harbour as an AOC. BARC offers school
programs, plantings, community workshops and events – all related to the Hamilton
Harbour watershed.
Who is the Royal Botanical Gardens (RBG)?
RBG plays a vital role in this region by protecting and preserving 2,700 acres of
environmentally sensitive areas (including 2,400 acres of nature sanctuaries, 300 acres
cultivated gardens and an arboretum), to improve the ecosystem from Lake Ontario to
the Niagara Escarpment; ensuring a balanced relationship between people and nature,
and, connecting natural spaces where wildlife can thrive.
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Classroom Mini Marsh Set-up and Care
Your kit contains the following:
- A bag of soil or sand
- A bowl
- A planting tray with 4 pods
- A bag containing four native marsh plants
- A snail and some lettuce
- Resource materials (online)
Setting up your kit is easy:
1. Fill the planting tray with the soil mixture.
2. Bury the plants in the tray so that only the green parts of the plants are exposed.
Put one plant in each of the four pots.
3. Place the planting tray in the bowl. You may use the additional soil on top of the
tray and in the surrounding bowl.
4. Fill the bowl gently with tap water (it is easiest to pour it from a pitcher). The
water may be cloudy for several hours depending on the type of soil in your kit.
This will settle out and clear over time.
5. Place the ziploc bag holding your snail in the bowl so that it can adjust to the
water temperature. Release the snail after 15-20 minutes.
○ The snail will come out of its shell and start looking for food after it has
settled. Add a few small pieces of lettuce for the snail to eat. You will have
to keep feeding the snail until your plants are larger, otherwise it will
wander outside of the bowl looking for food. You can also feed other
veggies such as zucchini and cucumber.
○ Do not be surprised if your snail lays eggs. These will look like gelatinous
blobs with small dots inside. The eggs will hatch shortly into young snails!
If this happens be sure to add extra food to keep the new snails fed.
6. Place your Mini Marsh in a window. Your plants MUST have sunlight or they will
not grow. If you do not have a sunny window consider purchasing a grow light,
your plants will thank you!
7. Keep the water level high throughout the program. Both the plants and the snail
are water-loving organisms and will not survive if dry for too long.
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Please return your plants to the RBG Nature Interpretive Centre between June 23 and
25th. Please be mindful of RBG’s Arboretum hours of operation.
The more plants that are returned, the bigger impact we can have on restoring
Cootes Paradise and Grindstone Marsh. Every plant matters!
Tips for transporting your plants:
● You can drain most of your water out of the bowls before putting them in your
vehicle. The plants and snails will survive on their way to the destination.
● We recommend putting a tarp or towel down in your vehicle in case of spillage.
If you are not going to plant your Mini Marsh right away, keep it in the refrigerator until
planting day. This will keep your snail dormant and happy until you are ready to
assemble your marsh. Do not put it in the freezer! If you want the best chance at
keeping your plants and snail happy, you can temporarily set up your bowl at home until
you are ready to bring it into the classroom.
Send us your photographs! We are always looking for photos to use in our newsletter,
website, and social media. If you have neat shots of your mini marss or students
interacting with the marsh or using our activity sheets (available at
https://hamiltonharbour.ca/classroom_mini_marsh), please email them over to
BARC at cbowen@hamiltonharbour.ca. You can also send them to us on social media tag us @HamiltonHarbour on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter. We will assume that all
photos you send us are safe for publication!
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Marsh Information
What is a wetland?
A wetland is an area of land that is covered in water for at least part of the year. We
classify wetlands by their water coverage and main types of aquatic plants. For
example, a marsh is a type of wetland that has lots of herbaceous plants, like cattails,
where a swamp has lots of (woody) trees.
The Benefits of a Wetland
● Food: The stems, roots, leaves and seeds of aquatic marsh plants are eaten by a
variety of wildlife. Certain waterfowl will eat the leaves and stems, while other
bird species will eat the seeds. Animals such as otter, beaver, turtles and deer
will graze on aquatic plants.
● Shelter:
○ Aquatic plants provide cover from predators. This is especially important
for young fish and amphibians who are often born in a marsh.
○ Aquatic plants provide living quarters for many insects and small
crustaceans. These organisms are an important food source for larger
animals.
○ Aquatic plant stems also make excellent nest material for wildlife like
swans and muskrats.
● Removal of Pollutants: Aquatic plants filter contaminants from wetlands and are
an indicator of water quality conditions. Aquatic plants also absorb phosphorus
and other nutrients, preventing algal blooms.
● Erosion Control: Plants help keep sediments in place. This stops sediments from
being stirred into the water column during wave action. Sediments can harm
aquatic life by burying insects and clogging fish gills, and by preventing the
sunlight needed to fuel plant growth from penetrating the water column.
● Flooding Prevention: Wetlands hold water like a sponge and help prevent
flooding. They also slow down moving water so flood damage is reduced.
What is Cootes Paradise?
● Cootes Paradise Marsh is a large wetland located on the western edge of
Hamilton Harbour.
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● The area features a 320-hectare river-mouth marsh, 16 creeks and 25 kilometres
of shoreline.
● The marsh is home to over 750 native plant species, 277 types of migratory
birds, 37 mammal species, 14 reptile species, 9 amphibian species, and 68
species of Lake Ontario fish.
● Cootes Paradise Marsh is designated a National Historic Site, Nationally
Important Bird Area (IBA), and Nationally Important Reptile and Amphibian Area!
● The marsh is managed by Royal Botanical Gardens. They have variety of
wetland resources available here:
https://www.rbg.ca/things-to-do/courses-camps-programs/school-programs/wetla
nd-resources/
Why are we growing plants for the marsh?
● Most of the plants in Cootes Paradise have been destroyed. One big reason is
because of a fish called the common carp. Common carp are not native to
Ontario. They uproot plants and make the water cloudy while looking for insects
to eat on the bottom of the marsh. This stirring up of the soil can choke other
wildlife and destroy their habitats.
● Excess nutrients like phosphorus and nitrogen are entering the marsh from
streams. The nutrients can cause algae (microscopic plants) to grow out of
control in what is called an algal bloom. Algal blooms reduce the amount of
oxygen in the water, and they prevent sunlight from reaching underwater plants.

Here is a 2021 overview of
Cootes Paradise (from Royal
Botanical Gardens), looking out
toward Hamilton Harbour. You
can clearly see the emergent
vegetation!
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This graph (from Royal Botanical Gardens) shows current plant coverage trends. The
target plant coverage for delisting the area under the Hamilton Harbour Remedial Action
Plan is 230 hectares, which we are slowly making progress towards.

Many of 2019 and 2021 Mini Marsh
plants were planted in Hickory Bay! Look
how full and lush it is now.
.
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Plants in your Kit!
You have received 3-4 plants in your kit. As we try to improve diversity and use plants
grown from local seeds, we have included a variety of plants in the kits. The 2022 kits
you received contain a select mix from the following species:
Lobelia cardinalis- Cardinal Flower
Height:1-6 ft
Flowering Period: May to October
Flowering Description: Clusters of red tubular flowers.
Leaf Description: Erect leafy stems, often in clusters with
lance-shaped leaves.
Fun Fact: Since most insects find it difficult to navigate the long
tubular flowers, the Cardinal Flower depends on hummingbirds for
pollination

Iris versicolor- Blue Flag Iris
Height: 3ft
Flowering Period: May - June
Flowering Description: large flowers can be up to 10 cm
across and have three showy sepals that curve down. There
are three paler petals nearer the centre, which are stiffly
upright.
Leaf Description: leaves are long and lance-shaped
Fun Fact : There is an iris on Quebec’s flag (the fleur-de-lis).
Ojibwe name/description: zhaabozigan or nabagashk

Scirpus validus- Soft stem Bulrush
Height: 2-9ft
Flowering Period: July to September
Flowering Description: branching cluster light to dark
orange/brown flower clusters.
Leaf Description: Basal leaves are skinny and long around a
round stem.
Fun Fact: The new shoots and young roots may be eaten raw
or cooked; the older roots can be made into flour.
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Scirpus cyperinus - Woolgrass
Height: 3 to 6 feet
Flowering Period: July - September
Flowering Description: Instead of a flower, woolgrass
produces a “fruit” which is like a seed. The fruit is surrounded
by hairs and scales.
Leaf Description: There are five to ten leaves per stem. They
are up to 80 centimeters long by 1 centimeter wide. The middle
leaves have green or reddish coverings.
Fun Fact: Their fluffy seed heads have been used as pillow
stuffing.

Juncus effusus - Soft Rush
Height: 2 to 4 feet
Flowering Period: July - September
Flowering Description: Produces very small, scaly brown
flowers
Leaf Description: Basal sheaths with no blades
Fun Fact: Soft rush form dense stands which make excellent
nest cover for wildlife.

Acorus americanus - Sweet Flag
Height: 1 to 3.5 feet
Flowering Period: June - July
Flowering Description: Tiny yellow flowers that cover a
finger-like flower head
Leaf Description: Basal sword-like leaves
Fun Fact: Broken leaves produce a pleasant fragrance.
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Aquatic Snail Fun Facts
● Pond snails usually live for about 1.5 to 3 years. They mature sexually at an age
of 2.5–3.5 months depending on the temperature and feeding regimen.
● A pond snail is a hermaphrodite species that can self- and cross-fertilize
● Egg masses (containing 50-100 eggs) are produced at a relatively high rate
(more than one mass per week). Pond snails lay eggs in gelatinous cocoons
below the waterline. They will typically hatch in about 10 days!
● As the snail grows, so does its shell. The shell grows additively! The new
material is added to the edge of the shell opening, meaning the centre of the
shell's spiral was made when the snail was a baby!
● Pond snails are bimodal breathers: they can get oxygen either directly through
the skin or via a rudimentary lung. This is why they can go underwater, and on
(moist) land.
*Please do not put any terrestrial (garden) snails in the Mini Marsh. They will die.*
If you have any Mini Marsh questions or concerns, please contact Christine from BARC
at cbowen@hamiltonharbour.ca.
To further your class learning, consider booking a free classroom visit from BARC. More
information can be found on our website: Hamiltonharbour.ca/education_programs

